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Harris and Me Dec 24 2021 Sent to live with relatives on their farm because of his unhappy home life, an eleven-year-old city
boy meets his distant cousin Harris and is given an introduction to a whole new world.
This Side of Wild Oct 29 2019 Longlisted for the National Book Award The Newbery Honor–winning author of Hatchet and
Dogsong shares surprising true stories about his relationship with animals, highlighting their compassion, intellect, intuition, and
sense of adventure. Gary Paulsen is an adventurer who competed in two Iditarods, survived the Minnesota wilderness, and
climbed the Bighorns. None of this would have been possible without his truest companion: his animals. Sled dogs rescued him
in Alaska, a sickened poodle guarded his well-being, and a horse led him across a desert. Through his interactions with dogs,
horses, birds, and more, Gary has been struck with the belief that animals know more than we may fathom. His understanding
and admiration of animals is well known, and in This Side of Wild, which has taken a lifetime to write, he proves the ways in
which they have taught him to be a better person.
Zero to Sixty Jan 13 2021 The author describes his motorcycle journey through Minnesota to the Alaskan Highway, recalling the
events in his life that have made him the man he is today and other challenges he has faced on the road of life. Originally titled:
Piligrimage on a Steel Ride. Reprint. 20,000 first printing.
Gone to the Woods Sep 20 2021 A middle grade memoir from a living literary legend, giving readers a new perspective on the
origins of Gary Paulsen's famed survival stories. His name is synonymous with high-stakes wilderness survival stories. Now,
beloved author Gary Paulsen portrays a series of life-altering moments from his turbulent childhood as his own original survival
story. If not for his summer escape from a shockingly neglectful Chicago upbringing to a North Woods homestead at age five,
there never would have been a Hatchet. Without the encouragement of the librarian who handed him his first book at age
thirteen, he may never have become a reader. And without his desperate teenage enlistment in the Army, he would not have
discovered his true calling as a storyteller. A moving and enthralling story of grit and growing up, Gone to the Woods is perfect
for newcomers to the voice and lifelong fans alike, from the acclaimed author at his rawest and realest.
Worksong Jun 17 2021 Illustrations and rhyming text depict people doing all kinds of work.
The River Jun 29 2022 The government sends Brian back to the Canadian wilderness in this beloved follow-up to the awardwinning classic Hatchet from three-time Newbery Honor-winning author Gary Paulsen! Two years after Brian Robeson
survived fifty-four days alone in the Canadian wilderness, the government wants him to head back so they can learn what he did
to stay alive. This time Derek Holtzer, a government psychologist, will accompany him. But a freak storm leaves Derek
unconscious. Brian's only hope is to transport Derek a hundred miles down the river to a trading post. He's survived with only a
hatchet before--now can Brian build a raft and navigate an unknown river? For the first time it's not only Brian's survival that's
at stake. . . An IRA-CBC Children’s Choice A Parents Magazine Best Book of the Year “Vividly written, a book that will, as
intended, please the readers who hoped that Paulsen, like Brian, would ‘do it again.’” —Kirkus Reviews Read all the Hatchet
Adventures! Brian's Winter The River Brian's Return Brian's Hunt
Dogteam Jul 19 2021 On a moonlit winter night, a team of dogs pulls a sled, taking the narrator and readers on a wondrous ride
through the snow, into and out of the woods. It is a ride you'll wish would never end. Through this exquisite prose poem, Gary
Paulsen shares the joy, the beauty, and the grandeur of the outdoors. With his joyous text and Ruth Wright Paulsen's exuberant
and expressive illustrations, Dogteam is a celebration of nature, a dance that invites everyone to join in.
Family Ties Aug 27 2019 Family fun takes center stage in three-time Newbery Honor winner Gary Paulsen’s hilarious novel for
middle-school boys. Kevin Spencer is the glue that holds his family together. When his wacky relatives decide to have a double
wedding in the backyard, Kevin takes charge. Planning two weddings is a great way to impress his girlfriend, Tina Zabinski, the

Most Beautiful and Best-Smelling Girl in the World. But as more and more relatives come to stay, things spiral out of control.
Tying the knot has Kevin tied up in knots in this laugh-out-loud story. “When it comes to telling funny stories about boys, no
one surpasses Paulsen.”—Booklist “[Paulsen is] one of the best-loved writers alive.”—The New York Times Praise for Family
Ties “Kevin seems to truly have his heart in the right place as he tries to bring order to the disparate parts [of his family] and
restore some missing familial affection.”—Kirkus Reviews “The Spencers may not be a conventionally perfect family, but by
the end of the novel it is clear that, despite their oddball antics, they are a loving one. Fans of the series and new readers will
enjoy this offering.”—School Library Journal “[A] goofy, rollicking ride.”—The Bulletin of the Center for Children’s Books
Guts Nov 22 2021 Guess what -- Gary Paulsen was being kind to Brian. In Guts, Gary tells the real stories behind the Brian
books, the stories of the adventures that inspired him to write Brian Robeson's story: working as an emergency volunteer; the
death that inspired the pilot's death in Hatchet; plane crashes he has seen and near-misses of his own. He describes how he made
his own bows and arrows, and takes readers on his first hunting trips, showing the wonder and solace of nature along with his
hilarious mishaps and mistakes. He shares special memories, such as the night he attracted every mosquito in the county, or how
he met the moose with a sense of humor, and the moose who made it personal. There's a handy chapter on "Eating Eyeballs and
Guts or Starving: The Fine Art of Wilderness Nutrition." Recipes included. Readers may wonder how Gary Paulsen survived to
write all of his books -- well, it took guts.
Hatchet Nov 10 2020 After a plane crash, thirteen-year-old Brian spends fifty-four days in the wilderness, learning to survive
initially with only the aid of a hatchet given him by his mother, and learning also to survive his parents' divorce.
Sentries May 29 2022 The common theme of nuclear disaster and human vulnerability interweaves the lives of four young
people, an Ojibway Indian, an illegal Mexican migrant worker, a rock musician, and a sheep rancher's daughter with the lives of
three veterans of past wars.
Tracker Oct 02 2022 Only thirteen, John must track a deer in the Minnesota woods for his family's winter meat, and in doing so
finds himself drawn to the doe who leads him and hating his role as hunter.
The Tortilla Factory Jul 27 2019 Pays tribute to the Mexican farmers and workers who participate in a cycle of life and labor
that progresses from seed planting, to tortilla, and back to the farmer.
Woodsong Sep 01 2022 For a rugged outdoor man and his family, life in northern Minnesota is a wild experience involving
wolves, deer, and the sled dogs that make their way of life possible. Includes an account of the author's first Iditarod, a dogsled
race across Alaska.
The Winter Room Jun 25 2019 This Newbery Honor Book by master storyteller Gary Paulsen is now available in this After
Words paperback edition! Following the turn of the seasons, eleven year old Eldon traces the daily routines of his life on a farm
and his relationship with his older brother Wayne. During the winter, with little work to be done on the farm, Eldon and Wayne
spend the quiet hours with their family, listening to their Uncle David's stories. But Eldon soon learns that, although he has lived
on the same farm, in the same house with his uncle for eleven springs, summers, and winters, he hardly knows him.
Winterdance Sep 28 2019 Paulsen and his team of dogs endured snowstorms, frostbite, dogfights, moose attacks, sleeplessness,
and hallucinations in the relentless push to go on. Map and color photographs.
Dogsong Aug 20 2021 A fourteen-year-old Eskimo boy who feels at odds with aspects of modern life takes a 1400-mile journey
by dog sled across ice, tundra, and mountains seeking his own "song" of himself.
The Treasure of El Patron Jul 31 2022 Tag pointed his flashlight into the hole and peered inside. It was impossible. The inside
was hollow, like an underwater cave. Something shiny lay near the opening and reflected the beam from his light. He reached
inside and pulled it out. A pewter spoon. If he could have made a sound, he would have screamed with joy. He tucked the spoon
in his vest pocket and reached into the hole again. A sharp stab of pain shot through his left hand. Something had hold of the tip
of his thumb and was trying to yank him into the hole! Tag Jones knows that somewhere in the azure water and coral reef
surrounding Bermuda lies a sunken ship full of treasure. El Patron sank in 1614, and Tag’s father died in a diving accident while
looking for it. Tag won’t give up until he finds El Patron—and he’s not scared off by the local legend that says the ship is
cursed. But when two tourists ask Tag and his friend Cowboy to retrieve some mysterious underwater parcels for them, the boys
find themselves in dangerous water, way over their heads!
Tucket's Ride Oct 10 2020 Francis Tucket and his adopted family, Lottie and Billy, are heading west in search of Francis's
parents on the Oregon Trail. But when winter comes early, Francis turns south to avoid the cold, and leads them right into
enemy territory--the Mexican War of 1848. Francis and the children are captured by desperadoes, but loyalty, courage, and the
element of surprise offer hope for survival.
Brian's Winter Dec 12 2020 From three-time Newbery Honor-winning author Gary Paulsen comes a beloved follow-up to his
award-winning classic Hatchet that asks: What if Brian hadn't been rescued and had to face his deadliest enemy yet--winter? In
the Newbery Honor-winning Hatchet, thirteen-year-old Brian Robeson learned to survive alone in the Canadian wilderness,
armed only with his hatchet. As millions of readers know, he was rescued at the end of the summer. But what if that hadn't
happened? What if Brian had been left to face his deadliest enemy--winter? Brian Paulsen raises the stakes for survival in this
riveting and inspiring story as one boy confronts the ultimate adventure. “Paulsen picks Hatchet’s story up in midstream; read
together, the two books make his finest tale of survival yet.” —Kirkus Reviews, Starred “Breathtaking descriptions of nature . . .
Paulsen fans will not be disappointed.” —School Library Journal Read all the Hatchet Adventures! Brian's Winter The River
Brian's Return Brian's Hunt
Northwind Mar 27 2022 This stunning New York Times Bestseller from the survival story master, set along a rugged coastline
centuries ago, does for the ocean what Hatchet does for the woods, as it relates the story of a young person’s battle to stay alive
against the odds, where the high seas meet a coastal wilderness. When a deadly plague reaches the small fish camp where he
lives, an orphan named Leif is forced to take to the water in a cedar canoe. He flees northward, following a wild, fjord-riven

shore, navigating from one danger to the next, unsure of his destination. Yet the deeper into his journey he paddles, the closer he
comes to his truest self as he connects to “the heartbeat of the ocean . . . the pulse of the sea.” With hints of Nordic mythology
and an irresistible narrative pull, Northwind is Gary Paulsen at his captivating, adventuresome best.
Road Trip Oct 22 2021 A summer adventure you'll never forget, from a beloved Newbery Honor winning author! Dad and Ben
haven't been getting along lately, and Dad hopes a road trip to rescue a border collie will help them reconnect. But Ben is on to
Dad's scheme, and he's got ideas of his own. Like inviting his buddy, Theo, who's sure to get into fun (and trouble) along the
way. And if Dad wants a family road trip, then the family dog, Atticus, should get to come, too. What could go wrong? But
when their truck breaks down, the family trip takes plenty of unexpected turns. Before they know it, they've commandeered an
old school bus and joined forces with its cranky mechanic, Gus. Next, they pick up Mia, a waitress escaping a tense situation.
Only sharp-eyed Atticus realizes that Theo is on the run from something bad—and someone is following them. With alternating
chapters from both Ben and his dog, Atticus, this fast-paced book takes readers on an unpredictable ride that's all about family,
friendship, and surprises.
Mudshark Jan 01 2020 When sixty-five erasers go missing, Principal Wagner enlists the help of the school's best problem solver
and locator of lost items, twelve-year-old Lyle Williams, aka Mudshark.
Shelf Life Aug 08 2020 Ten short stories in which the lives of young people in different circumstances are changed by their
encounters with books.
The Quilt Mar 03 2020 1944. Wartime. A six-year-old boy goes to spend the summer with his grandmother Alida in a small
town near the Canadian border. With the men all gone off to fight, the women are left to run the farms. There’s plenty for the
boy to do—trying to help with the chores, getting to know the dog, and the horses, cows, pigs, and chickens. But when his
cousin Kristina goes into labor, he can’t do a thing. Instead, the house fills with women come to help and to wait, and to work on
a quilt together. This is no common, everyday quilt, but one that contains all the stories of the boy’s family. The quilt tells the
truth, past and future: of happiness, courage, and pain; of the greatest joy, and the greatest loss. And as they wait, the women
share these memorable stories with the boy.
The Car Feb 23 2022 Fourteen-year-old Terry Anders, left on his own, travels west in a kit car he built himself, and along the
way picks up two Vietnam veterans, who take him on an eye-opening journey. Reprint.
Dancing Carl Feb 11 2021 As winter progresses, the strange man in the worn flight jacket dances frequently on the ice of the
rink, expressing more with his movements than most people do with words, and twelve-year-olds Marsh and Willy try to learn
his secret.
Tracker Apr 27 2022 Only thirteen, John must track a deer in the Minnesota woods for his family's winter meat, and in doing
so finds himself drawn to the doe who leads him and hating his role as hunter.
Masters of Disaster Jun 05 2020 Roped into wacky attempts to break world records, imitate scenes from books, and other
inspired ideas, Riley and Reed follow their fearless leader Henry into the wilderness, the bull-riding ring, a haunted house,
cataclysmic collision with explosive life forms, and off the roof of a house on a bike.
Tucket's Gold Jan 31 2020 Gary Paulsen's popular Western saga continues in the fourth novel about Francis Tucket. Things
look grim for Francis and his adopted family, Lottie and Billy. Without horses, water, or food, they're alone in a prairie
wasteland, with the dreaded Comanchero outlaws in pursuit. Death can strike at any moment -- but so can good fortune. When
they stumble upon an ancient treasure, it takes teamwork, courage, and wit to hold on to it. By sticking together, Francis and his
family wind up rich beyond their wildest dreams, and ready to head west to find Francis's parents on the Oregon Trail.
Sarny Apr 15 2021 So many readers have written and asked: What happened to Sarny, the young slave girl who learned to read
in Nightjohn? Extraordinary things happened to her, from the moment she fled the plantation in the last days of the Civil War,
suddenly a free woman in search of her sold-away children, until she found them and began a new life. Sarny's story gives a
panoramic view of America in a time of trial, tragedy, and hoped-for change, until her last days in the 1930s.
Guts May 05 2020 Guess what -- Gary Paulsen was being kind to Brian. In Guts, Gary tells the real stories behind the Brian
books, the stories of the adventures that inspired him to write Brian Robeson's story: working as an emergency volunteer; the
death that inspired the pilot's death in Hatchet; plane crashes he has seen and near-misses of his own. He describes how he made
his own bows and arrows, and takes readers on his first hunting trips, showing the wonder and solace of nature along with his
hilarious mishaps and mistakes. He shares special memories, such as the night he attracted every mosquito in the county, or how
he met the moose with a sense of humor, and the moose who made it personal. There's a handy chapter on "Eating Eyeballs and
Guts or Starving: The Fine Art of Wilderness Nutrition." Recipes included. Readers may wonder how Gary Paulsen survived to
write all of his books -- well, it took guts.
Woods Runner Nov 30 2019 Samuel, 13, spends his days in the forest, hunting for food for his family. He has grown up on the
frontier of a British colony, America. Far from any town, or news of the war against the King that American patriots have begun
near Boston. But the war comes to them. British soldiers and Iroquois attack. Samuel’s parents are taken away, prisoners.
Samuel follows, hiding, moving silently, determined to find a way to rescue them. Each day he confronts the enemy, and the
tragedy and horror of this war. But he also discovers allies, men and women working secretly for the patriot cause. And he
learns that he must go deep into enemy territory to find his parents: all the way to the British headquarters, New York City.
Brian's Hunt Sep 08 2020 Brian sets out on the hunt of a lifetime in this follow-up to the award-winning classic Hatchet from
three-time Newbery Honor-winning author Gary Paulsen! Brian Robeson has stood up to the challenge of surviving the
wilderness in Hatchet, The River, Brian's Winter, and Brian's Return. Now, while camping alone on a lake in the woods, he
finds a wounded and whimpering dog. As Brian treats her wounds, he worries about who or what did this to her. His instincts
tell him to head north, quickly, to check on his Cree friends. With his new companion at his side, he sets out on the hunt. Gary
Paulsen expertly delivers a riveting story that brilliantly combines two of his great themes: the human animal's place in nature,

and the mysterious and wonderful bond between humans and dogs. “The Brian books reveal nature and humankind’s place in it
with spare prose that seems ideally suited to the setting and plot.” —VOYA “Based on real incidents, this well-written sequel to
Hatchet and its successors will be gobbled up by the author’s legions of fans.” —Kirkus Reviews Read all the Hatchet
Adventures! Brian's Winter The River Brian's Return Brian's Hunt
Canyons Jan 25 2022 Two boys, separated by the canyons of time and two vastly different cultures, face the challenges by
which they will become men. Coyote Runs, an Apache boy, takes part in his first raid. But he is to be a man for only a short
time. More than a hundred years later, while camping near Dog Canyon, 15-year-old Brennan Cole becomes obsessed with a
skull that he finds, pierced by a bullet. He learns that it is the skull of an Apache boy executed by soldiers in 1864. A mystical
link joins Brennan and Coyote Runs, and Brennan knows that neither boy will find peace until Coyote Runs' skull is carried
back to an ancient sacred place. In a grueling journey through the canyon to return the skull, Brennan confronts the challenge of
his life.
Hatchet Nov 03 2022 Celebrate the thirtieth anniversary of the Newbery Honor–winning survival novel Hatchet with a pocketsized edition perfect for travelers to take along on their own adventures. This special anniversary edition includes a new
introduction and commentary by author Gary Paulsen, pen-and-ink illustrations by Drew Willis, and a water resistant cover.
Hatchet has also been nominated as one of America’s best-loved novels by PBS’s The Great American Read. Thirteen-year-old
Brian Robeson, haunted by his secret knowledge of his mother’s infidelity, is traveling by single-engine plane to visit his father
for the first time since the divorce. When the plane crashes, killing the pilot, the sole survivor is Brian. He is alone in the
Canadian wilderness with nothing but his clothing, a tattered windbreaker, and the hatchet his mother had given him as a
present. At first consumed by despair and self-pity, Brian slowly learns survival skills—how to make a shelter for himself, how
to hunt and fish and forage for food, how to make a fire—and even finds the courage to start over from scratch when a tornado
ravages his campsite. When Brian is finally rescued after fifty-four days in the wild, he emerges from his ordeal with new
patience and maturity, and a greater understanding of himself and his parents.
The Crossing Apr 03 2020 A critically acclaimed tearjerker from a master storyteller: On one side of the border is brutality and
heartache; on the other side—a new life. Fourteen-year-old Manny is an orphan in Juarez, Mexico. He competes with his bigger,
meaner rivals for the coins American tourists throw off the bridge between Texas and his town. Across that heavily guarded
bridge await a different world and a better existence. On the night when Manny dares the crossing—through the muddy
shallows of the Rio Grande, past the searchlights and the border patrol—the young man encounters an old stranger who could
prove to be an ally or an enemy. Manny can't tell for certain. But if he is to achieve his dream, then he must be willing to risk
everything—even his life.
The Gary Paulsen Collection Jul 07 2020 Four classic books from Newbery Honoree Gary Paulsen are now available in one
boxed set: Hatchet, Woodsong, Dogsong, and Dancing Carl. This collectible boxed set of beloved titles from acclaimed author
Gary Paulsen includes Dancing Carl, Dogsong, Hatchet, and Woodsong. In Dancing Carl, a teen’s terrible secret becomes a
fragile expression of hope and the healing power of love. In the Newbery Honor Book Dogsong, Russel, driven by a strange,
powerful dream, takes a team of dogs on an epic journey of self-discovery that will change his life forever. In the Newbery
Honor Book Hatchet, Brian Robeson must survive fifty-four harrowing days following a plane crash, stranded in the desolate
wilderness with only his instincts—and his hatchet. And in Woodsong, Gary Paulsen recounts in vivid detail some of the
incredible life experiences that shaped his remarkable fiction.
My Life in Dog Years May 17 2021 Gary Paulsen has owned dozens of unforgettable and amazing dogs, and here are his
favorites--one to a chapter. Among them are Snowball, the puppy he owned as a boy in the Philippines; Ike, his mysterious
hunting companion; Electric Fred and his best friend, Pig; Dirk, the grim protector; and Josh, one of the remarkable border
collies working on Paulsen's ranch today. My Life in Dog Years is a book for every dog lover and every Paulsen fan--a perfect
combination that shows vividly the joy and wisdom that come from growing up with man's best friend.
Escape from Fire Mountain Mar 15 2021 Thirteen-year-old Nikki Roberts tries to help two children trapped by a forest fire
but finds her efforts blocked by poachers who want her to become one of the fire's victims. But after a shocking turn of events,
the fire becomes the least of Nikki's problems. Will Nikki's horse, Goblin, and her years of hunting guide experience save her, or
will Fire Mountain reign supreme?
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